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INDEX
A
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
Appointments
Although Buckley v. Valeo confirmed the President's exclusive
constitutional power to make appointments to federal agencies,
the case also provides for more direct Congressional control since
Senate confirmation is required
for all but inferior White House
officials
327-28
Delegation of Power
The Burger Court has narrowed the
scope of delegation statutes
333-37
The National Cable Television Association case indicates that certain
Congressional powers can not be
delegated
331-32
Due Process
In Mathews v. Eldridge the Burger
Court held that post-termination
hearings are adequate in disability
cases. The disability case was distinguished from the welfare case
since only in the latter is there
"brutal need"
354-57
There is a difference between due
process and nonconstitutional procedural rights
359-62
Freedom of Information
The Burger Court continues to follow the rule that it must apply
FOIA as written and may not correct legislative language by judicial interpretation
337-40
Informal Hearings
The Burger Court is the first Supreme Court to deal with a new
administrative procedure which is
a compromise between the full
panoply of the APA's formal adversary procedure and a rejection
of all procedural rights. The new
technique is a public hearing

which provides those affected an
opportunity to present their side
364-66
In General
Administrative rule making process
in general
222
The Burger Court has focused upon
administrative law to a much
greater degree than did the
Warren Court
326-27, 398-401
SEC's ability to exercise discretionary power is unique among agencies regulating the behavior of
specific industries
118-19
Investigatory Powers
In Marshall v. Barlow's Inc. the
Court stressed that the warrant requirement does not include the
same showing of probable cause
required in criminal cases
341-43
Judicial Review
During the years of the Burger
Court there has been a presumption in favor of judicial review of
agency decisions
373-88
The two important primary jurisdiction cases of the last decade reach
irreconcilable results
378-81
Jury Trial
When Congress creates a new statutory "public" right it may assign
the adjudication to an administrative agency without violating the
seventh amendment
333
Rulemaking
Recent years have seen a tremendous expansion of rulemaking
344-50
The Burger Court has confirmed the
traditional rulemaking-adjudication
distinction adopted in BiMetallic
351-54
and Londoner
Standing
The recent cases have shown an
increasing enlargement of the
class of people who may protest
adjudicatory action
385-88
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Tort Liability
The Burger Court has been ambivalent concerning the scope of the
federal government's tort liability
394-98
ADOPTION
Unwed Fathers
In an adoption proceeding the state
can no longer ignore an unwed father's right of consent by making a
gender-based distinction
436-40
Giving the right of consent to both
unwed parents is desirable and
can be incorporated into a statutory framework requiring notice
444-49
ALLOCATIVE EFFICIENCY
See Economic Efficiency this index
ANTITRUST

[Vol. 8, 1980

CIVIL PROCEDURE
Class Actions
Class actions increase the opportunity for litigation yet also promote
judicial efficiency
1027-29
The history of rule 23(b)(2) provides
questionable support for the existence of the necessity doctrine
1036-40
In narrowly defined circumstances,
application of the necessity doctrine can be justified on policy
grounds
1042-43, 1046-47
The necessity doctrine is an inappropriate exercise of judicial discretion
1031-36
The necessity doctrine requires that
a special need exist for maintenance of rule 23(b)(2) class suits
1029-31

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

See Corporate Governance this index

B
BUSINESS JUDGMENT RULE
See Corporate Governance this index

C
CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS
In General
The concept of charitable use is
amorphous and is best defined by
the court
456-57, 464-68
New York-Tax Exemptions
Charitable organizations are exempt
from taxation
435-37
Although the New York Court of Appeals held that conservation land
is exempt from taxation, it is unclear if the exemption is constitutionally insulated or subject to legislative abrogation
462-64
There is case law which indicates
that land used for conservation
purposes is used for a charitable
purpose and should, therefore, be
exempt from taxation
457-58, 468-69

Abortion
Inherent in the constitutional right
to terminate a pregnancy is the
right of would-be parents to decide that they do not want either
the so-called benefits of parenthood or the burdensome costs of
raising a child
262-66
First Amendment-Public Trial
Dissemination of information has
become recognized as part of the
corrective political process
302-03
Freedom of expression is more carefully protected by the Court than
is business freedom
302
In Gannett Co. v. DePasquale the
Justices of the U.S. Supreme
Court differed concerning the contents of the guarantees of press
freedom and public trial. This
fragmentation is attributable to
their failure to achieve agreement
on the need for broadened judicial
review
275-76
It was not until 1968 that the freedom guaranteed by the first
amendment was "selectively incorporated" into the fourteenth
amendment
297-308
Several recent cases have held that
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the first amendment does not protect access to information
277
Fourteenth Amendment
Administrative Law and Due Process
354-57
A putative father has a liberty interest in retaining custody of a child
if he has both sired and reared the
child
427-40
The Court's authority to achieve selective incorporation is questionable
307-08
The court selectively incorporated
the Bill of Rights into the fourteenth amendment
301-07
Selective Incorporation
Of the Bill of Rights
301-07
Of the first amendment
297-308
Of the sixth amendment
308-14
Sixth Amendment
In Gannett Co. v. DePasquale Justice Stewart wrote the majority
opinion and interpreted the sixth
amendment using a "plain language" approach. By its terms, the
sixth amendment grants the accused and not the press or public
the right of public trial
277
Justice Blackmun's dissent in Gannett Co. v. DePasquale argued
that unless the public has a right
of access to criminal trials the
mechanism of self-government
may be impaired
278-80
There is a primary and secondary
purpose underlying the public
trial clause of the sixth amendment
308-11
Also see Defamation and Judicial Review this index.
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Accountability
In order to avoid additional outside
regulation and achieve long-term
profitability corporations are advised to respond to the public demand for corporate accountability
through an efficient allocation of
corporate costs and benefits 28-31
The internal political order of the
corporation must be as accountable to society as the political order of public government
86-89

Market-perfecting strategies are beneficial in that they do away with
the need for a system of corporate
governance or regulation, but are
costly to the extent that they require corporate sacrifice for the
sake of the public interest
12-19
New modes of corporate governance
and regulatory reform, which call
for improvements in both market
exchanges and collective decision
making process, provide an integrated system of corporate accountability based upon the costs
and benefits at issue
5-37
Resolutions to questions regarding
corporate accountability should be
found in the voluntary initiatives
of the private sector rather than in
the prescriptions of governmental
mandates
1-4
That the modem corporation responds to political forces implies a
degree of accountability to the
public and requires that those
who occupy positions of power
exercise it responsibly and efficiently
41-45
Antitrust
The logic of the enterprise mode of
organization collapses in the face
of protectionist antitrust enforce71-73
ment
Board of Directors
Author doubts that a general case
can be made for reconstituted
boards, consisting of public or
special interest directors as an effective measure of corporate governance
77
Business judgment rule as directors'
defense to a charge of personal interest
116-18
Business judgment rule may be a
defense for a director who has exercised due care in order to make
an informed business decision
118-21
The corporate bar as a friend and
advocate of management is largely
responsible for the permissiveness
of state corporate laws which have
been developed and applied often
without regard to shareholders' interests
204-11
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Director's demonstrated lack of good
faith may deprive the director of
the benefit of the business judgment rule
127-30
Director's failure to exercise sound
business judgment precludes the
business judgment rule as a defense
121-27
During the 1920's and 1930's, legal
and nonlegal solutions were considered in an effort to control
management's powers
171-79
Duty of loyalty owed by directors to
the corporation they served
115-18
Effects of public opinion on managerial psyche
45-50
Efforts to alter the composition of
boards of directors while presumably in the shareholders' interest,
have been greeted largely with
shareholder indifference and may,
in fact, do more harm (to the corporation) than good
191-99
Failure of directors to live up to
their duties to the corporation during the 1920's and 1930's was
largely due to inaction and lack of
diligence in fulfilling such duties
155-58
Social responsibility as constraint
upon management behavior
188-90
Business Judgment Rule
Availability of the business judgment defense to charges that a director has a personal interest and
has thereby violated the director's
duty of loyalty
115-18
The benefit of the business judgment rule may not be available to
a director who has acted without
due care, with abuse of discretion,
or with bad faith
121-30
The business judgment rule as accepted and applied today provides
the proper standard by which to
measure a director's performance
and is not substantively different
from the standard articulated in
the earliest application of the
rule
93-134
Business judgment rule is a defense
for a director who has exercised

[Vol. 8, 1980

due care in acquiring relevant and
available facts relating to a proposed transaction in order to make
118-21
an informed decision
The business judgment rule may be
expressed as a factual presumption
in favor of directors which puts
varying burdens of proof on the
plaintiff, depending on the alleged
130-33
misconduct
Some courts have not referred to the
"gross and palpable overreaching"
standard in describing the usiness judgment rule
108-11
The current misunderstanding and
criticism of the business judgment
rule is largely attributable to the
judicial failure to develop proper
standards in applying the rule
100-11
Early cases indicate that the business judgment rule arose out of a
judicial recognition of human fallibility, but was limited by the demand for reasonable diligence and
care on the part of directors in the
performance of duties
97-100, 121-27
Judicial application of the "gross
and palpable overreaching" standard, and criticism thereof 100-08
Statement of the rule as an embodiment of the substance of the rule
and the principal limitations on its
111-14
availability as a defense
Constitutionalization
Author sees the need to impose constitutional norms on the corporation as means to corporate ac79-92
countability
Corporation, as a person with first
amendment rights and as a private
community, must be subject to
constitutional demands and be
amenable to the due process and
equal protection clauses
80-86
Corporation's external affairs must
take into account political and
therefore constitutional concerns
89-92
Supreme court must develop a
politico-legal theory of corporation
which would hold the corporation
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accountable in its relationship
86-89
with the state
Disclosure
As a regulatory device of the SEC
211-13
Disclosure of information is one
market-perfecting response to the
public ignorance of corporate behavior
12-14
The full disclosure philosophy of
the federal securities laws and the
enforcement of these laws has
made the egregious practices of
corporations in the 1920's and
1930's more difficult to achieve
180
Systematic corporate response to demands for increased disclosure
of noneconomic information measures the extent to which the corporation has become politicized
51-58, 91
Unstructured claims for wide-ranging non-economic corporate disclosure are unhelpful guides for
75-77
sound public policy
Ethics
Corporate accountability demands
that corporations adhere to ethical
58-61
rules
Corporations should attempt to institutionalize corporate ethics by
shaping specific corporate codes
of conduct and integrating ethical
practices into corporate policy
135-39
Going Private Transactions
Arguments against the cash out merger depend upon inconclusive and
speculative assumptions about the
ineffectuality of the means by
which investments are valued and
are unsupported by evidence of actual disadvantage to shareholders
244-50
The criticism against repurchase
tender offers is largely academic,
is often made in the absence of
evidence of harm to the shareholders and fails to take into account shareholders' interests and
concerns about market values
234-44
233-54
In general

Public policy dilemmas associated
with conglomerate mergers
68-73
SEC's efforts to impose substantive
regulations on going private transactions are not necessarily in the
best interests of shareholders but
are often designed to implement
the values of the SEC and its aca250-54
demic supporters
Historical Perspectives
171-79
Board of Directors
Corporate management in the 1920's
and 1930's was abusive and in disregard of shareholder rights
149-55
Current issues of corporate governance were widely discussed and
analyzed in the late 1920's and
141-81
1930's
External control of subsidiaries by
giant holding companies was often
abusive and drew widespread criticism
145-49
158-64
Federal regulation
In General
Background information necessary to
an understanding of corporate governance, economic institutions and
processes, and reform inclinations
of those who originate or are affected by reform proposals
64-68
Collective decisionmaking, as an
alternative to market exchanges, is
an effective way to allocate costs
and benefits of corporate activity
among diverse parties provided
that participation imperfections
19-28
are overcome
The energies of the corporation
should be concentrated on the
goal of efficiency
65-66, 68-71
Political forces operate on the corporation through public opinion impact on management psyche, the
effects of public opinion on the
economic welfare of the corporation, and through the fear of regu45-51
lation
The politicization of the corporation
calls for a theory of corporate accountability which will legitimate
societal forces which seek to influ-
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ence the social aspects of corpo39-62
rate behavior
The preferred framework for the allocation of corporate costs and
benefits is one which combines
market-perfecting strategies with
participation-perfecting (or collective decisionmaking) processes
31-37
The stock market mechanism often
serves to bridge the gap between
shareholder ownership and management control of the corporation, and to convey to management the investment community's
view of management's performance
184-201
That the behavior of corporate management generally conforms with
investor expectations as reflected
through the mechanism of the
stock market has made it difficult
for advocates of corporate reform
to prove the existence of system
deficiencies in the governance of
publicly held firms 184-88, 198-99
When social responsibility becomes
a constraint upon management behavior
188-90
While the academicians, public interest reformers and the corporate
bar are greatly concerned about
the separation of corporate ownership and control, and about the
permissiveness of state corporate
laws, the investing public is
largely indifferent
183-255
Labor Relations
Improved working conditions and
benefits can be achieved through
a combination of collective bargaining and regulatory reform
processes which would help to ensure a fair and efficient allocation
of corporate costs and benefits
34-37
Regulation
Although state statutes have become
more permissive, and have abandoned any attempt to regulate and
to restrict corporate conduct, there
is no evidence that such laws are
adverse to the interests or expecta-

[Vol. 8, 1980

tions of the investing public
194-99
Disclosure as a regulatory device of
211-13
the SEC
Fear of regulation is an important
factor in determining the corporate response to political forces
that carry a credible threat of reg50-51
ulation
Federal legislation is necessary to
assure adequate standards of directorial conduct because state
law, as exemplified by the business judgment rule, is too lax
100-01
Federal remedies in the form of federal incorporation or federal licensing were proposed in the 1920's
and 1930's as solution to corporate
158-64
abuses
Governmental actions that facilitate
the organization of effective bargaining units reflect a cost-benefit
analysis where the cost of reducing the amount of market diversity
may outweigh any benefits 16-19
Government regulation and the politicization of the corporation may
jeopardize economic efficiency
and impact negatively on corporate goals and interests
3, 58-62
Government regulation, invoked
when a corporation is perceived to
be acting in a manner detrimental
to, or inconsistent with the public
interest, is an inflexible and inappropriate means of dealing with
the problem of accountability of
the corporate sector
1-4
Regulation of takeover bids presents
a difficult problem for the corporate bar because management interests are divided
207-10
Regulatory reform, designed to effect greater regulatory control
through federal law, is needed to
override the protectionist features
of state takeover statutes and state
corporate charters
63-78
The SEC's use of discretion has
been encouraged by those who
advocate federal regulation, and
has been enhanced by the per-
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missiveness

of

state

corporate

Historical perspective of the stock-

laws, lack of resistance to its deciholder's role and position within
sions, expansive interpretation of
the corporate structure
143-44,
regulations, and limited applica171-79
tion of exemptions 215-21, 230-33
One conventional theory of corpoSecurities Law
rate governance is that management power is legitimated through
See Topic, this index
Shareholders
shareholder democracy
42-43
Shareholder responsibility moveAuthor asserts that shareholders are
more concerned with making a
ment has been an effective tool for
bringing the pressure of public
profit from their investment in the
opinion to bear on corporate mancompany than in seeing the corporation alter priorities for the puragement
45-48
poses of creating affirmative obligations to engage in socially
CRIMINAL LAW
responsible conduct
188-91, 206
Berle and Means dealt a blow to the
Insanity Defense
theory of shareholder democracy
Although a finding of insanity is a
with their finding of the "separafinding that the defendant's action of ownership and control" in
tions were essentially involuntary,
the large publicly held firm
the burden of proving sanity or in39-41,43
sanity varies widely according to
Corporate bar's allegiance to manthe jurisdiction
982-92
agement and dominance in state
California law divides the criminal
corporate law reform has adverse
trial into two parts: the first dealing with whether the defendant
effects on shareholders' interests
204-11
committed the crime charged and
Criticisms of, and attempts to rethe second dealing exclusively
form, management's constraint
with the issue of legal sanity
upon shareholders are largely aca995-96
Insanity acquittees are subject to
demic and reflect conventional assumptions about the roles of
different commitment procedures
and standards not merely because
shareholders and managers rather
than practical realities
190-211
they have committed crimes but
Despite criticism that repurchase
because there has been a previous
factual determination that they
tender offers represent management exploitation of shareholders,
committed crimes while suffering
author asserts that if shareholders
from a mental disease or defect
1006-07
were given a voice in the matter,
Michigan gives the jury an option of
they would not favor regulation
(which would deprive them of
finding the defendant "not guilty
by reason of insanity" or "guilty
the opportunity to receive cash
through such repurchase tender
but mentally ill"
994-95
offers)
One alternative to present systems
234-44
Disenfranchisement of the stockwould be to replace the insanity
holder was often accomplished
defense with a system that allows
mental illness to act only as a
through the issuance of nonvoting
stock
152-55
mitigating factor that reduces the
Erosion of shareholder rights under
severity of the offense to a lesser
included crime but does not excorporate law cannot be shown to
have any demonstrable adverse efculpate the defendant
996-99
fect on the investing public
States have ignored the interdependent nature of civil and crimi183-255
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nal proceedings in the area of insanity and have continued to deal
with each as an entity unto itself,
thus leading to discrepancies in
the substantive standards applicable at different stages of the process
973-79, 1013-23
The standards for acquittal by reason of insanity are broad and
loosely defined while the standards required for involuntary civil commitment are rigid and far more
restrictive; as a result of these
differing substantive standards,
insanity acquittees may qualify
for release from mental-hygiene
institutions while still suffering
from the same conditions that led
to their acquittals
974-75, 1018-23
The state has a stronger interest in
confining those who are found not
guilty by reason of insanity than
in confining the ordinary citizen
in a civil commitment proceeding
1003-13
The Supreme Court has held that in
a civil commitment proceeding
the state must carry the burden of
proof on the need for involuntary
commitment by clear and convincing evidence
990
When mental disease or defect has
been affirmatively proven by the
defendant a substantive predicate
is provided warranting a presumption of continued insanity 1012-13

D
DEFAMATION
Actual Malice
The concept of the limited purpose
public figure was first outlined in
Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc.
411-12,419
In New York Times Co. v. Sullivan
the Supreme Court protected the
press against defamation suits by
public officials by requiring a
plaintiff to prove actual malice
403, 407-09, 411

In Rosenbloom v. Metromedia, Inc.
the Supreme Court developed a
public issue test for defamation
cases involving a media defen403, 409-10
dant
Recent Supreme Court cases have
narrowed the applicability of the
public figure category and evidence a trend toward favoring the
individual's right to protect one's
reputation over the press right to
report newsworthy events
423

E
ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY
Allocative Efficiency
A policy increases allocative efficiency if and to the extent that the
number of dollars its beneficiaries
would have to receive to leave
them as well off as they would be
if the policy were adopted exceeds the number of dollars its
victims would have to lose to
leave them as badly off as they
would be if the policy were
adopted
818-28
The ability of economics to illuminate various legal issues is undermined by its inability to distinguish (a) prejudices from tastes,
(b) entitlement interests from psychological and welfare interests,
(c) liberty as independence from
liberty as license, and (d) rightbearing entities from nonrightbearing entities
813, 873-80
The common law of torts is almost
certainly not the most allocatively
efficient set of standards a common law court could adopt
812-13, 828-49
Economics may provide considerable help to analysts who are
seeking to determine the legal and
moral implications of our obligational values 814, 873-80, 888-92
How well the economy distributes
the goods it does produce 592-95
The Kaldor-Hicks Test has several
crucial deficiencies which lead its
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employers to underestimate the
allocative efficiency both of policies designed to aid the poor and
of government interventions in
812, 814-28
general
In a Pareto-imperfect world the welfare of third-parties will be affected by accident-preventing activity and thus the Hand formula
will not be ideally allocatively ef838-47
ficient
Neither the general methods of positive science nor the particular
methods of economics can enable
one to determine the implications
for specific legal questions of the
respect for the individual as
chooser of his or her ultimate
values and life plan
813-14,883-91
No one has yet given a persuasive
"economic" account of why disputants and/or judges should act
so as to make the common law
allocatively efficient
813, 848-72
Our deepest obligational value is respect for the individual defined as
a chooser of his or her own ultimate values and life plan
813-14,882-88
There is a crucial distinction between ought claims based on ultimate values and obligation-right
based on obligational
claims
813, 881-83
values
Unlike most other government decisions, common-law and fundamental-fairness-type constitutional decisions always involve obligational
values and their correlative rights
813, 882-88
The weakness of the claim of allocative efficiency
607-09
Why the wealth maximization principle cannot be used to produce or
validate a theory of fundamental
rights or of nonmarginal changes
648-51
in the law
Antecedent-interest Principle
583-90
And wealth maximization
If a rule is in everyone's antecedent
interest at the time it is enacted,
then it is fair to enforce that rule
against those who turn out to lose

583
by its adoption
Bentham, Jeremy
As an egalitarian-utilitarian philoso571, 582-83
pher
Coase Theorem
Where marginal revenue equals
marginal private cost, revenue is
maximized
521
Common Law Entitlements
Importance of their initial assignment to determine Pareto optimal
distribution
730-32
Importance of their initial assignment to determine their wealth
maximization assignment 696-709
Consensual Basis
Defense of Kaldor-Hicks approach
by reference to the idea of con491-97
sent
Defense of Posner's consent argument against Dworkin's criticism
691-92
Examination of Posner's consent
theory
531-40, 573-79, 688-91
Limitations of wealth maximization
as an Ethical Norm founded on
consent
499-502
Necessity of a theory of Underlying
Entitlements in a consent argument
697-700
545-48
Paretianism and consent
Refined consent argument
692-94
Consent
The link between the unanimous
expressions of preferred social
arrangements (i.e., consent) and
fairness-based theories of justice is
the presumed relationship between these expressions and the
well-being of the persons who
make them
930-35
Perhaps the consent-bearing state is
to be preferred over the status quo
and any other unanimously repudiated state but it is not as just or
more just than other attainable
935-37
states of affairs
Crusoe Economy
Example of a single producer on a
desert island demonstrates worl/
729-34, 748
leisure tradeoffs
Deep Equality
As a compromise between wealth
equality and the highest possible
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utility
568-70
Descriptive Claim
Evolutionary claims
627-34
The law is in fact efficient
610-34
611-27
Non-evolutionary claims
Uses in the law
635-37
Ex Ante Compensation
As support for the principle of
491-97
consent
Changes in the law that make everyone better off ex ante
663
Examination of Posner's & Tullock's
654-58
arguments
Examination of Posner's proposi534-39
tion
Refined wealth maximization policy
692-94
Free Contract Regime
A regime in which all transfers of
property and all promises intended to be legally binding are
without question performed or enforced, or substitute penalties exacted
739-70
Hart, H.L.A.
Objections to Utilitarianism 599-600
Hohfeld, Wesley
Analytic Paradigm of Jural Relations
751-62
In General
A frequent objection to using a
wealth-maximization criterion in
determining the assignment of
rights is that its use entails certain
characteristic biases, in particular,
a bias against the poor
948-53
Efficiency criteria are inadequate
and indeterminant in positivist
terms, until the analyst identifies
the starting points, and because
the givens or starting points are
typically the subject of the legal
dispute, one is frequently unable
to apply efficiency criteria to resolve a legal issue because the application of such criteria presupposes the resolution
939, 946-48
Efficiency oriented economic theory
-without integration with some
other normative or historical
theory-does not have adequate
content to be a positivist theory of
law
966-72
Kennedy's and Michelman's article
on the efficiency of a private-

[Vol. 8, 1980

property/free-contract system is
different from other law and economics approaches in that it contrasts such a system to radically
different forms of nondirective orders
957-65
Most of the Symposium contributors
recognize that the existing order is
not necessarily an acceptable one
and emphasize that economic
analysis is not sufficient by itself
to guide us as we move from the
948
present
Posner's failure to define starting
points and his failure to provide a
normative grounding leave one
unable to know why or how to apply the wealth criterion
948-53
The debate over strict liability
versus negligence was entered
into with virtually no consideration of the institutional claims of
legislatures versus courts 909-10
The economic analysis of law is only
the most recent claimant to draw
upon the prestige of the natural
sciences in the effort to create a
system of legal thought that is objective, neutral, and apolitical
905-06
The historic function of welfare economics was to justify interventionist institutions that forced actors to
internalize the real social costs of
their activities
906-07
The major trouble with economic
analysis is that it is suprisingly
cavalier in its respect for property
910-11
The notion of a tradeoff between
wealth and equality has become
a popular theme; however, the
problem is that there is no conceptual way to separate the instruments and the ends-including
the notion of what counts as
wealth and equality
917-20
The shift from efficiency to wealth
maximization is a response to a
decade of attacks on the claims of
efficiency to scientific status
911-12
Justice
The idea of a perfect state of justice
involves the invocation of an ab-
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stract ideal, a paradigm, for purposes of comparison and evaluation of the real world, but
realization that the ideal itself may
be unattainable in any society at
any time
929-30
Kaldor-Hicks Criterion
And the Scitovsky Paradox
525-26
Defense of wealth maximization approach with reference to consent
491-97
Difficulties in identifying KaldorHicks improvements
690
Distinguished from Pareto superiority
532-39
Necessity of a net gain in utility
518-20
Relational property of states of affairs
513-14
Kant, Immanuel
Idea of autonomy
573-75
Litigation
Theories suggesting that efficient
rules are never litigated, or are always settled
629-33
Marginal Utility of Income
Declining with increases in an individual's wealth
682-84
Normative Claim
The law should be efficient 591-610
Normative uses in the law
634-35
Pareto Principle
And the consent theory
488-91
A short tour through Rawls' work
shows that a fairness-based theory
of justice can support a preference
for Pareto superiority
921-23
The choice of a Pareto-superior state
over its Pareto-inferior alternative
effectuates a net increase in the
aggregate welfare of society, an increase that can be recognized and
applauded without resolution of
the nagging problem of interpersonal comparisons of welfare
913-20
Compared to Kaldor-Hicks Criterion
513-14
The criteria explained
512-13
Criticism of Posner's use of principle to justify common-law decisions
581-83, 689, 692-94
Nonutilitarian arguments in favor of
Paretianism
540-48
Pairwise comparisons are a useful

means of establishing an order of
anything we might move to rank
by a standard of judgment or
measurement, but our ability to
achieve an abstract ranking of
various states of affairs by successive pairwise comparisons should
not be confused with the process
of making social choices
923-29
Pareto superiority and common-law
doctrines
503-06
Related to Kaldor-Hicks criterion
and wealth
532-39
Relationship with utilitarianism
515-18
Relationship with wealth maximization
521-23
Pluralistic Utilitarianism
Aggregate welfare is at least one
good to be compromised with distributional and "other justice"
considerations
571
Positive Economics
Evaluating rule to determine optimality
548-49
Inherent tautologies
643
Private Property/Free Contract Order
Hohfeldian definition
757-59
Nondirective alternatives
749-51
Source of certainty as legal entitlement
761-67
Productive Efficiency
Capital goods and productive efficiency
613-14
Productively efficient economy produces as many goods and services
as it can
591-97
Property Regime
Defined
715
Five false arguments for private
property as an institution
715-30,732-39
Rawls, John
A set of normative principles is
justified if individuals under certain constraints would have consented to or chosen them
527
Comparison to Posner's Approach
497-98
Scitovsky Paradox
And relative price effects
649-51
In relation to the Kaldor-Hicks test
525-26
Relationship to self-indeterminacy
685
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Sen, A.K.
Objections to allocative efficiency
standard
608-09
State of Nature Regime
Compared with forced sharing for
needs and private property regime
715-39
Defined
715
Nondirective alternative to a privateproperty/free contract order
750-57
Related to private-property/free contract order
764-70
Utilitarian Equality
Compared with deep equality
570-71
Wealth Maximization
As an attractive norm in common
law adjudication deriving support
from a principle of consent
487-99
As an ethical norm, structurally
identical to utilitarianism 597-607
Criticism of Posner's use of wealth
maximization based on consent argument
671, 688-92
Criticism of underlying assumption of the relationship between
wealth and utility
556-58
Importance of initial assignments of
entitlements
694-709
Indeterminacy
684-88
Limitations as an ethical norm
founded on consent
499-502
Non-neutrality of
677-84
Not an efficiency criterion on a conceptual basis
520-26
Refinement of wealth maximization
criterion
692-94
Relation of productive and allocative
efficiency
595-97
Relationship to "public interest"
theory of the state
502-03
Unattractive as a moral maxim
526-40

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
New York
Although the New York Court of Appeals held that conservation land
is exempt from taxation, it is
unclear if the exemption is constitutionally insulated or subject to
legislative abrogation
462-64

In New York both the state constitution and the Environmental Conservation Law reflect a desire to
further the conservation of forest
and wildlife
451-52
New York case law indicates that
the use of land for conservation
purposes is a charitable use exempt from real property taxation
457-58, 468-69
ETHICS
In General
Author presents one corporation's
approach to the development- of a
code of corporate ethics and to the
integration of ethical practices into
corporate policy
135-39
Also see Corporate Governance this
index

I
ILLEGITIMACY
See Adoption this index
INTERNATIONAL LAW
Sovereign Immunity
International Association of Machinists v. Organization of Petroleuin Exporting Countries held
that OPEC's price-fixing activities
are governmental rather than commercial in nature and granted the
defendant sovereign immunity,
contrary to plaintiff's claim that
defendant was subject to jurisdiction under the Foreign Sovereign
Immunities Act which restricts
sovereign immunity
771-809

J
JUDICIAL REVIEW
In General
During the years of the Burger
Court there has been a presumption in favor of judicial review of
administrative decisions
373-88
The Gannett Co. v. DePasquale
case illustrates how the U.S. Su-
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preme Court has broadened the
concept of judicial review beyond
the orthodox doctrine called for in
Marbury v. Madison 273-76, 281
Historically, the courts have been
involved in the formulation of national policy
296-308
Limits to judicial review could be
achieved through a new concept
of implied power
293, 314-16
The majority of the Supreme Court
rejects the textual approach to judicial review and has, therefore,
approved constitutional rulemaking by the court. The court fails to
tender any justification for making
constitutional rules
284-85,290-95
Since the demands on the Supreme
Court's time are so great they can
no longer review all cases, the effort invested in writing the five
opinions in Gannett Co. v.
DePasquale was not worthwhile
since they offer little guidance
and have been misunderstood
276,286-90,318-20

P
PARETO PRINCIPLE
See Economic Efficiency this index

R
REGULATION
See Corporate Governance this index

S
SECURITIES LAW
In General
The debate over, issues of corporate
governance in the late 1920's and
1930's resulted in part in the enactment of the basic federal secu141-81
rities laws
Disclosure as a regulatory device
211-13

Federal securities laws were response to the problem of how to
control corporate management
165-71
Proxy rules as a tool to enforce corporate democracy through shareholder participation
213-14
Insider Trading
Rule 10b-5 has been used by the
SEC to regulate insider trading
224-30
SEC's attempt to regulate insider
trading represents a misallocation
of its resources and is unrelated to
the needs and interests of the investing public
223-33
1933 Act
Broad remedial purposes of the 1933
Act justify the narrow construction
of statutory exemptions
220-21
Purpose of the Act was to make the
corporation accountable to the
public through exposure which
would alter the relationships of
power and responsibility within
the corporate structure
166-68
1934 Act
The 1934 Act, which established
proxy and insider-trading rules,
continued the process by which
internal corporate workings were
exposed to public scrutiny through
disclosure requirements and government enforcement
168-71,173-75
Rule 10b-5
Rule 10b-5 is used by the SEC to
regulate insider trading on inside
information
217, 224-30
Securities & Exchange Commission
SEC's efforts to impose substantive
regulations on going private transactions are not necessarily in the
best interests of shareholders but
are often designed to implement
the values of the SEC and its academic supporters
250-54
The SEC's use of discretion has
been encouraged by those who
advocate federal regulation, and
has been enhanced by the permissiveness of state corporate laws,
lack of resistance to its decisions,
expansive interpretation of regula-
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tions, and limited application of
215-21, 230-33
exemptions
regulatory
Unlike other federal
agencies, the nature of the SEC's
regulatory activity insulates it
from serious challenges and sus218-19
tained criticism

T
TORTS
Damages
The impossibility of measuring damages is an insufficient basis for rejecting claims of wrongful birth
and wrongful life
261, 267-68
The "over-riding benefits" theory,
which prevents recovery for the
expenses of raising a child, is argued as inappropriate when the
child is deformed, when the birth
of such child may not in fact be a
blessing, and when such denial of
recovery discounts a mother's constitutional right to terminate a
262-65
pregnancy
Recognition of parents' claim for
emotional damages in Berman v.
Allan represents progress in compensating parents for loss of
right to decide on abortion, but is
difficult to reconcile with the
court's denial of all child related
costs, which is not supported by

decisions in other jurisdictions
that have recognized wrongful
262, 265-67
birth actions
In General
Comment on recent decision which
held that when the negligence of
physicians
precludes patient's
right to abort a mongoloid child
the parents have a limited cause
of action for wrongful birth, but
the child has no cause of action
257-72
for wrongful life
Wrongful Birth
The decision in Berman v. Allan
significantly limits the scope of recovery for the tort of wrongful
262-67
birth
Wrongful Life
Court's dismissal of a mongoloid
child's wrongful life claim failed
to recognize that the burdens of
impaired life when weighed
against the reduced benefits derived from such life, may make
non-life a more rational alternative
267-72

W
WEALTH MAXIMIZATION
See Economic Efficiency this index
WRONGFUL BIRTH
See Torts this index
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